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Attitudes and Opinions of principals and Teachers Involved

in an Experimental Earth Science Program in New York State

Barbara Araks, Fordkam University

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine the attitudes

of selected principals and teachers relative to their (1)

open and closed belief systems, t2) science commitment levels,

and opinions as to the extent of agreement or disagreement

regarding the adoption and implementation of the Regente

AWElmental Earth Science Crrriculum in New Ybrk State. The

An Theory 0%ttitudes, Perceptions and Prooes,) was utilised

as a conceptual research framework. The median, t toot for

uncorrelated means, non-poolee variance, double classification

of analyses of variance and, the Pearson product-moment

coefficient of correlation were used to analyse tin data.

Significant differences were found between principals and

teachers on only one of the seven items studied - nature of

the experimental program. Significant relationships (.05)

were found for principals between belief system and three

of the sevn items studied.
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Pressures for science curriculum change will increase as

technological advances continuo in our society. Educators

must inquire as to the potential impact of the attitudinal

factors in relation to the adoption and implementation

of new science cur,riculum programs. Pre-service and

in-service education programs must prepare science educators

to meet the future needs of education. Perhaps, Eiss and

Harneck (b) assessed this need, when they recommended

that Schwirianso (19) Scince Support Scale be implemented

to assist in the evaluation cf teacher attitudes.

In 1967, New York State, endeavoring to keep pace with

societal change, developed and instituted a new earth

science curriculum program (4). It was predicated upon the

philosophy that student behaviors could be measured in terms

of learning skills, *tick would reflect the spocific attitudes

or open-mindedness and commitment to the value of science.

The participants involved in the experimental program.-

principeks and teachers-- were assumed to possess the same

kind of attitudes to be inculcated.

The implication of this lack of understanding of the

curriculum process chang and the attitudes cf the personnel

involved, demands an investigation of newly established

science education programs. To provide a conceptual research

model, the Ail' Theory was postulated, which involved

attitudes, perceptions and preoess. It proposed that



bclief system and science commitment attitudes tended to

vidence a positive relationihip in the degree of perceptions

of principals and teachers about the adoption and implementa-

tion of the experimental earth science program.

This hypothesis was based, in part, on related research

derived from Coleman (2), Neal (7)9 and Dutta(3). A composite

picture of their research revealed that : (1) social change

could be equated with curriculum change, a) attitudes

effected social change within the Catholic Church, and i3)

the inner s7stem of an individual was composed of attitudes

based on his values while his outer system ihvolved his

opinions about change principles.

The belief system was defined by Rokeach (9 57) as the

" extent toward which a person can receive, evaluate and act

on relevant information received from the outside on its

own intrinsic merits unencumbered by irrelevant factors aris-

ing from within the person or from the outside." The term,

science commitment, as defined by Schwirian (10 s i-45)9

ncompassed : rationalityus of reason to understand nature,

utilitarianismapplication of reason to understand tbe

natural world, universalismaoceptance of scientific ideas,

individualismdecisive individual action, progress and

meliorismacceptasioe of change in the name of progress and

better living.

Two other variablos--cost per pupil in the school die-

5
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3.

triet Wt.: a program success rating-- wore included in the

rosearoh a-tgn. Cost per pupil in the school district was a

statistic obtained from the Annual Education Summary (1 s 152-

75). The program svecess rating was formulated for this

study, by dividing the number of students passing the Regents

experimental earth scalene* examination on the raw score only,

by the total number of students taking the experimental

earth science examination. This score Was interpreted as a

raw score percentage and further as the program sweeps rating

criterion within a school. The raw score results were obtain-

ed from the malsAgELL22221.1 (8 : 1).

Statement of the Problem

This study sought to determine the attitudes of selented

principals and teachers relative to their (1) open and alosd

belief systems, (2) science commitment levels, and (3)

opinions as to the extent of agreement or disagreement regard-

ing the adoption and implementation of the BlEents Eustimental

Earth Science Curriculum in New York State. The study also

sought to determine what relationships, if any, existed

between these attitudes, opinions and the control variables :

(1) cost per pupil in the school district and (2) program

success rating.

Specifically, this study proposed to obtain data regard-

ing the following questions :
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1. What was the distribution of the extent of the belief

system, mcience commitment and opinions about the experimental

program ?

2. Did significant differences exist between the responses

of principals and teachers about b2lief systems, science

commitment and opinione about the experimental earth science

program ?

3. Did significant diffrences exist between the responses

of open and closed belief system educators concerning their

opinions about the experimental earth science program ?

4. Did a significant interaction exist between belief

system and educational role ?

b. Did significant differences exist between the respor,Als

of educators with high and low science commitmnt concerning

their opinions snout the experimental earth science program ?

6. Did a significant interaction exist between science

cOmmitment and educational role it

7. Did significant relationships exist between pallier systems,

science commitment and opinions about th xperimental

earth science program for teachers and principals ?

8. Did significant relationships exist between the responses

of principals concerning their belief systems, science

commitment, opinions about the experimental earth science

program and th variables of cost per pupil in the school

district and program success rating
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v. Did significant relationships exist betwen tao responses

of teacaers concerning their belief systems, science commit.

went, opinions about the experimental earth science program

and the variables of cost per pupil in the school district

and program success rating ?

Tne Subjects, The Materials and The Procedure

The Subjects

This study investigated 89 principals and 105 teachers,

who were participants in tbe 18 state-wide Experimental

Earth Science Try-out Centers in New York State, during the

1968-1969 school year. Usable responses from 44 principals

and 63 teachers, representing 55 per cent of the original

samp14, served as ths data for the study.

The Materials

Data were obtained in the study through the Opinionnatro.

This three-part instrument measured the revondnt's blief

system, level of science commitment and appraisal of the

experimental earth science program in New York State. The

Rokoach Dogmatism Scales Form E, was used to measure the

belief system, while the Schwirian Soisncs Scale

was used to measure science commitment. Tim reliebilities

of the Rokiach (9) aratism Scale& Form Et ranged from

.68 to .93, while the reliability of the Sckwiriaa (10)
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Science 4npport Seale was 8733 The third part of the

instrument was developed specifically for this study and it

pertained to the appraisal of seven major factors involved

in the adoption and implementaticn of the experimental

program : adoption as, (2) adoption influencs, (3

nature of the program, (4) student learning, (5) parent

reaction, (6) principal support, and (7) teacher qualifications.

The Procedure

A jury was included in the study to assist in the develqp-

ment of the instrument. Five administrators and 20 teachers

were involved in a pilot study to review the instrument for

the purpose of further refinement.

Data were analyzed according to the questions posed in

the studyis sub-problems. These included the number of

respondents, the extent of the responses, and the means,

standard deviationd and range of values as determined In

the three parts of the Opinionnaire. The median was mployed

to dichotomize subjects on the belief e continuum and

the ',fiance commitment continuum. The t test for uncorrelated

means, non-pooled variano, was used to determine whether

the responset of principals differed from teachers on belief

systems, science commitment and opinions ibout the experimental

program.

Double classification analyses of variance wore used

to analyze the eart ILL scores on the Ainionnaire. The

9
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main effects of educational role and belief system as well as

the main effects of educational 1-11e and science commitment,

were employed in the 2 x 2 design. T rearson product.

moment coefficient of correlation was utilized to determine

relationships betiveen the attitudes Ll) belief system, k2)

science commitment. and opinions about the experimental program,

as well as the relationships between these attitudes, opinions

and the variables : (1) cost per pupil in the school dislxict

and the (2) program success rating, for principals and

teacbers. Significant differences we*re accepted when the

level of confidence was at .05 or less. All computations

were performed on Honeywell Data rrocessing equipment.

The Findings

The findings, described in five sections, were related

as follows : tl) Distribution of Educators' Responses Concern..

ing their Attitudes and Opinions, (2) Comparison of Opinions

of Educators with Different Blif Systems, (3) Ga*,arisan or

Opinions of Educators with Different Science Commitments, (4)

Relationships between Educators' Attitudes and Opinions, and

(5) Relationships between Educators' Attitudes, Opinions and

Two Variables.

I. Distribution of Educators Responses Concerning their

Attitudes and Opinions

1. rrincipals as a group, tended to hav more Ivor belief

systems, as measured by the Esomtism Scale,

10



a.
science commitment attitudes, as measured by the Science

SuEort Seale, than teachers; bu l. these differences were not

statistically significant (t = 1.39).

2. Principals tended to be in greater agreement than teachers

about adoption ease, principal support and teacher qualifica-

tions in the experimental program, as categorized on Part III

of the Opinionnaire (Table I, mean values - itema 81,86,87).

3. Teachers appeared to be In stronger agreement and more

perceptive than principals about adoption influences, nature

of the program, student learning and parent reaction to the

TIrogiam, as categorized on Part III of the Opinionnaire

(Table I, mean values 4, items 82,83,84,85).

4. Although principals and teachers appeared to differ in

their appraisal of the experimental program, significant

differences were indicated on only one of the seven items on

Part III of the gailionnaire - nature of tha program (Table II,

item 83, r ratio = 6.25).

II. Comparison of Opinions of Educators with

Different Belief Systeme

1. A closed belief system attitude, as measured by the

Dogmatism Scale, appeared to increase an educator's agreement

and perception about almost all of the seven opinion categor-

ies (Table II, mean values - items 81 to 87 ).

2. /dialysis of variance revealed that only one item 83 -

nature of the program - indicated that significant differences

ex4sted between the opinions of principals and teachers ,as

11
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well as open ahd closed educators (Table II,item 83, F ratio:

3.93).

3. Neither an educator's belief system attitude nor hitt edu-

cational role appeared to affect his appraisal of the other

items on Part III of the aulsalaire, when compared as single

or interacting factors (Table III).

III. Comparison of Opinions of Educators with Different

Science Commitment

1. High science commitment attitudes, as measured by the

al..snaitscale, appeared to increase an educator's

agreement and perception about almost all of the seven opinion

categories on Part III of the pin.tonnaire (Table IV ).

2. Analysis of variance revealed significant differences on

item 84- student learning. between the opinions of low and

high mcience commitment educators (Table 1/9 item 84, F ratio

=

3. Neildier an educator's science commitment nor his educational

role appeared to affect his appraisal of the other items on

Part III of the Opinionnaire, when compared as single or

interacting factors (Table V).

IV. Relationships between Educators' Attitudes awl Opinions

1. A principal's belief system attitude was related to his

appraisal of nly three of the seven items on Part III of the

Opinionnaire . nature of the program, student learning, and

teacher qualifications (Table VI, item 83-r = .340mitam 84

r isx .308, item 87 -r = .315). However, a teacher's belief

12
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system attitude was not related to his appraisal of any of the

seven items on Part III of the Opinionnaire (Table VII).

2. A principal's science commitment attitude was related to

his appraisal of student learning (Table VIsitem 84-rw.397),

while a teacher's science commitment attitude was related to

his evaluation of the nature of the program (Table VII, item

83-r .304).

3. Belief system and science commitment attitudes were not

related for principals or for teachers.

V. Relationships between Educators' Attitudes, Opinions

and Two Variables

1. A principal's belief system, but not a teacher's was

related positively to the program's success rating (Table VIII).

2. Neither principals' nor teachers' science commitment

attitudes were related to the cost per pupil in the school

district.

3. A principal's 1;.praisal of only one of the seven items on

Part III of the Opinionnaire, parent reaction, was related

negatively to the. program's success rating (Table VIII, itmn

85, r * -.403). However, teachers' appraisals of the seven

items on Part III of the ORtnionnaire were not related to

program success rating at all (Table IX ).

4. A principal's evaluation of the seven items on Part III

of the ainionnaire was not related to cost per pupil in the

school district (1...ble VIII). However, a teacher's evaluation

of one of the seven items on Part III of the Opinionnaire

13
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principal support, was negatively related to cost per pupil

in the school district (Table IX, item 86, r = -.346).

Conclusions

The following conclusions were drawn from the data :

1. Closed belief system educators, who are encumbered by

internal personal factors as well as external factors,

positively appraised (1) adoption ease, (2) adoption influen-

ces,(3) nature of the program, (4) student learning, (5)parent

reaction, (6) principal support, and (7) teacher qualifica-

tions higher than open belief system educators. This faot

appeared to indicate that creating stress within a system in

transition, may be a desirable educational goal to advanee

a new program, such as the experimental earth science program.

2. Ugh science cemmitment principals and teachers, whe

sunpert science, its produets and practitioners, positive1Y

appraised student learning and the nature of the program

higher than low science commitment educators. This fact

appeared to indicate that this strong science support attitude

may be important in the Promotion of better science education.

3. The closed belief system attitudes of principals were

related to their opinions about the nature of the program,

14
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student learning and teacher qualifications. This fact

appeared to indicate that principals with closed belief

systems contrary to the converse phenomenon, appear to be the.

kind of educational leaders, who tend to experiment and

tare more risks with new curricula.

4. The principals/ blief systems were related to the

experimental earth science program's success rating, but

the teachersi belief systems were not so related. These

data pointed to the generalization that principals, as a

group, are more concerned with long range goals than teachers.

5. The principals and teachers involved in tie experimental

program were not in agreement about the nature of the

program, i.e. (1) classroom direction, (2 laboratory

activity time, i3) science materials, (4) independent

study, and i5) science ohavior. Either stronger lines of

communication were needed among educators, or tie investiga*

tion was limited naturally by the diverse perceptions of

the participants in the study.

Reoommendations

This study was intended to serve as an introduction to

needed investigations into the VelationsAlps of attitudes

and perceptions regarding processes in transition. The

following reoemmendations were formulated

1. Empirical studies to determine the relationships between

1.5
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belief system attitudes and the nature of curriculum change,

student learning and teacher qualifications snould be

ncouraged. These findings would nhance administrative

theory, as a basis for in.servic education for both

administrators and science educators.

2* The Science Support Scale provided discriminating data

as a research instrument. It cauld be used to plan 1w-service

ducation programs for bolich administrators and science

educators.

6. Another instrument, other than the Regmtissua,
might be constructed for UAO in conjunction with the

Science Support Scale to measure openness and science

commitment. The implications of th research emanating from

the same proposition for administrative leadership and

secondary school science curriculum are numsrous.

4. Additional studies should be patterned replicating the

Attitudes, Perceptions and Process Theory, by tmodepeeinis

othsr relevant variables such as : (l) team teaching, (2)

parent support, (3) special curricula, (4) principal's

preparation, etc.

5. A study should be made to ascertain why principals'

belief system attitudes were related to the SUOCOOO of the

xperimental program; while teachers' belief system attitudes

were not related.

6. To continue to test the APP Theory, various propositions

16,
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may be investigated

(1) Closed attitudes of educators are positively related to

their perceptions and receptivity of new programa in science,

as well as other curricular areas.

(2) The more positive the attitude, the greater the appraisal

ability of educators regarding programs and processes in

transition.

(3) The greater the appraisal ability of the ducator, the

higher the value that be will place on curriculum change.

(4) As the conditions in (2) and (3) increase, greater

experimentation and risk taking will tend to occur with

new curriculum offerings.

5) AS the conditions in (2) and (3) decrease, the greater

the probability that the opposing conditiona will tenet to

MOW.

17
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